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Take homes for today:

SLR is the key for long-term changes
and that projection depends on mitigation.

Tidal signals dominate on scales of years 
and are more difficult than I expected!

Ocean-Atmosphere variability is important
on all time scales and is also difficult.

There is a lot of research to be done!



The sea level rise rate is accelerating



Nerem et al. using satellite altimetry



Zhu et al. using sea level reconstructions





The tide modulations are easy, right?

Not really …

The scatter is ocean-atmosphere signals.

This is also (I think) not so easy  …



Variability vs. Forcing

The two are linked, but …

Nerem and Fasullo
El Nino is forced

Mann et al.
PDO and AMO are noise

What?



Just one example of a research question.

Is El Nino part of the variability
or a change in the mean state?

Or both?



Take homes for today:

SLR is the key for long-term changes
and that projection depends on mitigation.

Tides dominate on scales of years and are 
more difficult than I expected!

Ocean-Atmosphere variability is important
on all time scales and is also difficult.

All of these are research topics!







We are NOT communicating the link between 
emissions and climate change well enough …



Given an emission scenario,
the physics is reliable.

It has been for some time, actually …

Future emissions are the
only real unknown.

But what is the effect of the tidal
and ocean-atmosphere variations?



Present approaches

Statistics vs. Models
Persistence vs. Physics

Both have problems

This is still a research problem
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